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Computational Linguistics applications and corpus annotation tools rely on morphological and
syntactic resources for different languages: part-of-speech taggers, lemmatizers, dependency
or constituency parsers. Creating these resources for a new language usually involves two
separate stages: a grammar development stage (i.e., creating or adjusting a tagsets for
language-specific morphosyntactic features, manually disambiguating tags in a sub-corpus
used for training a tagger, manually checking a training treebank, etc.) and a lexicondevelopment stage (i.e., identifying possible emission tags for word forms, paradigm classes
for lemmas and lemmatization operations for tagged word forms). Typically this development
is done in a theory-neutral way (e.g., Straka & Straková, 2017), which often means that the
annotation scheme contains linguistically unsound or contradictory solutions that lead to
potential errors and reduce usefulness of the annotation.
Our paper describes an on-going project on systematic linguistic development of
lexicogrammatic corpus annotation tools for under-resourced languages in a lexicalized
framework of Construction Grammar (Kay & Fillmore, 1999; Fillmore, 2002), which integrates
lexicosemantic and morphosyntactic representations in a coherent theoretical framework and
involves a single-stage induction of morphosyntactic lexicon of single- and multiword
expressions enriched with information about their morphological variation, valencies,
subcategorization frames, collocations, semantic prosodies and phraseological expressions.
These representations are formalized as an extension to probabilistic Tree Adjoining Grammar
– TAG (Kasai et al., 2017; Bangalore & Joshi, 1999) with the syntactic groups formalism
(Gladkii, 1985). Even though both Construction Grammar theory and TAG parsing are active
areas of research, there has been a gap in joining these areas of modeling and processing
within a linguistically motivated corpus-based framework.
The central challenge for our project is that traditional approaches to grammar induction and
lexicon development often rely on supervised or semi-supervised methods using manually
annotated or checked corpora, which are not available for many smaller and less-resourced
languages. We present an alternative methodology of unsupervised Construction Grammar
induction from unannotated corpora, which involves (1) manual specification of inflection
tables and patterns of possible phonological alternations in paradigms using linguistic
descriptions (e.g., a published grammar books) for a given under-resourced language; (2)
automated induction of the morphological lexicon by segmenting word forms using tables of
affixes from the inflection tables, verifying hypotheses about paradigms with the corpus data
via concatenating a candidate stem with other inflections in each matching inflection table and
applying matching morphological distortion patterns; (3) deriving string representations for
candidate constructions using corpus-based association measures (log-likelihood and mutual
information) between word forms, lemmas and combinations of morphological features for
sets of morphologically annotated skip-grams (N-grams with additions of possible gaps) in the
corpus; (4) identifying syntactic relations and lexicalized TAG representations for candidate
constructions using data-oriented parsing techniques (Beekhuizen & Bod, 2014).
We report evaluation results for a large-scale construction grammar induction for Ukrainian
based on a 200 million words news corpus, that currently covers around 50k single and
multiword constructions. Compared to existing approaches to lexicon induction, such as
(Ahlberg et al, 2015), the proposed approach does not require seed annotated data for
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supervised training, does not miss any inflection types, it is more robust against accidental
noise in corpus, since it performs a latent, indirect induction of paradigms, e.g., by allowing for
the same word form to provide evidence and support hypotheses for several paradigms,
allowing for morphological ambiguity.
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